Waste Go® Biological Wastewater Treatment / Organic Waste Eliminator - Application Instructions
All systems are different and there are many variables that will affect how much product is needed to keep them clean.
These dosage rates are a suggested starting point and may need to be adjusted depending on the results you are seeing.
A neutralizer like Kontrol may be needed if pH is low or sanitizers are an issue. Contact your Waste Go® distributor for
more information.
GREASE TRAP DOSAGE RATES
Initial Dosage: Mix and let stand no longer than 1 hour while cleaning trap. (Remove solids and liquids.) Pour mixture into
cleaned trap.

Maintenance Dosage: Apply every night after all clean-up is done to a drain leading to a grease trap.

*Dosage rate may vary depending on flow, meals served, and sanitizers used. Adjust as needed.
SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS / LAGOONS / LIFT STATIONS / COMMERCIAL SEPTIC TANKS
Initial Dosage: Amount calculated by total volume of tank / lagoon to be treated. Apply for 5 consecutive days.




1 lb. for 0 - 16,000 gallons of volume if the tank is dead or has no activity
1 lb. for 0 - 25,000 gallons of volume if the tank has some activity but also has solids buildup an scum.
1 lb. for 0 - 50,000 gallons of volume if the tank has some activity and minimal buildup.

Example: If you have 300,000 gallons total volume with solid buildup and scum, you would need 300,000 / 25,000 = 12
pounds per day for 5 consecutive days as an initial dosage.
Maintenance Dosage:


1 lb. for each 100,000 gallons as a weekly maintenance dosage.
Example: If you have 300,000 gallons total volume the maintenance dosage would be 3-pounds per week. This
dosage can be adjusted as needed. If solids and scum start to build up, increase the weekly dosage.
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